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The goals of teachers are not solely for them, they even have dreams for others like the ones for their students. The teacher’s goals are regarded with excellence and heroism.

On the side of the teacher, they have the so-called professional goals. They wish to achieve further education for them to be well-abreast with their crafts as educators.

They also dream of wellness. The teachers would love to be physically and mentally strong. They aim for better health and better life as well.

A teacher needs to have a balance between work and personal life. Work is the bread and butter of a teacher but he/she also has to give focus on personal life after work.

On the side of the students, the teacher aims to offer quality education. The teacher works hard for the profound education or learning of every school kid.

The teacher also dreams to hone the capabilities and aptitudes of kids. The cultivation of the potentialities of these school kids is part of the work of the teacher.

The teacher also wants students to be the assets of society. The very reason why teachers want students to learn better it is because they want these young people to be productive in our society.
The teacher has the purpose of creating great minds and idealistic people by providing interactive, innovative and dynamic education. Great people are yielded by teachers. Even doctors, engineers and architects came from prolific teachers.

Another teacher’s goal is to make the students to be God-fearing. The realization that there is a God-Creator is very enlightening on the part of the child.

It is an open truth that the profession of teacher is not just a job but it is a commitment to make a big change not only on the part of the teacher but also on the part of the learner as well.
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